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Mulletfs Clothing Store
-

'

Mpllett Glothirig Gompany
Clothes for Now
you buy your Fall Suit or Over-- r
you want to be certain of one
thing.. You want to be certain that
the suit will look as well on you after you've
.worn it a while as it did when you bought it.
'In order that it will do this it must be all wool,
and it must be made by hand as much as
L
adds greatly to both
possible.
the wearing quality and the physical appearance
of a suit of clothes. The more hand-wormanship in a suit the better it adapts itself to
.your figure and retains its shape.
We 'have them.
Prices $7.50 to $50.00.
Watch our sh6w windows.
Xtragood values.
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From Punch.

AN UNDISPUTED
American Eagle

CLAIM.

"My polo, anyway."
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Paul Elder and Company, San Francisco, will
bindings,
soon publish
in s.everal suitable
Guest Book, u.y Arthur
The Remembrance
Guiterman and Robert Wilson Hyde. It is to be
a reproduction, in a smaller, convenient size, of
the Craftsman Guest Book, recently issued by
Mr. Guiterman's text is a
tho same publisht
series of couplets and quatrains of hospitalities
done with delightful simplicity and an Elizabeth-ia- n
tone perfectly in harmony with the illuminations of Mr. Hyde.
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More How To Tell.
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The statement of Miss Florence Gale regard
and other members
.ing the experiences
of "The Power of Love" company on the Pel ton
and Smutzer "tank" circuit is interesting, showing another phase of the P. & S. concern which
every two or three weeks threatens to invade
Salt Lake witJi so many high class attractions
that all the other managers will have to do some
tall hustling to keep alive.
This Pelton and Smutzer combination is prob
ably the most humorous sketch team in the man- agerlal end of the business, and every public an
nouncement thoy make is hailed with glee by
those who have watchod theatrical movements in
1ho west.
"The Power of Love" is a "tank" drama similar to many of tho P. & S. pinwheel circuit, but
tho shameful treatment the stranded actors received, according to their statements, ought to
serve a& a warning to those who contemplate tak-- (
ing a trip on tho P. & S. air line.
THE GIRL QUESTION?

There's no mora vital one for tho housewife.
And by the way it's answered through tho
want ads daily.
Herald-Re-

publican

MULLETT

CLOTHING

CO.

FRED A. SLADE, President
Half Block West From Main on Second South
OUR MAIL ORDER DEPT . IS ALWAYS IN WORKING ORDER
"
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Walker's $5 Hat- s.

-

The Elite

of Trimmed

Millinery Modes
We put the best styles', the best materials, the fashionable shapes, the correct
trimmings and the greatest variety in our $5.00 hats. Come with the crowd
test the values then you'll know why Walker's is the Millinery center of Salt Lake.
If you would prefer a more expensive hat we are exhibiting the first of the mo- dish beaver shapes for winter and an exquisite assortment of elaborately trimmed
models for elite wearv
The new Continental and large tailored hats trimmed in the smartest of gold
bands, velvet bows and gilt medallions have just been received see them.

Millinery Department

Annex
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Robert Williams Wood, whose nature homologies have taken standard place in the past few
years, is to publish through Paul Elder and Company, San Francisco, a novel adaptation of his
work, being How To Tell Your Partners
for dinners, card parties and other social funcand
Both his Birds and Flowers
tions.
Animal Enalogues will appear in new editions for
the fall trade.
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